
Spot Name: Spot Nickname(s): 

Spot image: insert an image of the spot below or send it as an attachment to chris@kitebud.com 

Map and directions (Insert Google map link): GPS Coordinates 
Lat:  
Long: 

Spot summary: Provide a summary of the spot (i.e. main features, best season for wind, etc.) If 
applicable, include links to kitesurfing school(s) who operate there 

Spot’s features: tick which features apply to your spot: 

☐Beginner Friendly 
☐Intermediate 
☐Advanced/Expert 
☐ Deep Water 
☐ Shallow Water 
☐ Booties recommended 
☐ Bare feet OK 
☐ 2WD access 
☐ 4WD access only 
☐ 4WD expert only 
☐ Wetsuit recommended in summer 
☐ Wetsuit recommended in winter 
☐ 10-15 knots Average in-season wind speed 
☐ 15-20 knots Average in-season wind speed 
☐ 20-25 knots Average in-season wind speed 
☐ 25-30 knots Average in-season wind speed 
☐ 30-35 knots Average in-season wind speed 
☐ Waves 
☐ Choppy 
☐ Flat 
☐ Mirror 
☐ Empty in-season average traffic 
☐ Light in-season average traffic 
☐ Moderate in-season average traffic 
☐ Heavy in-season average traffic 
☐ Toilets 
☐ Showers 

Other features: 

Please fill in your spot details and email it to : chris@kitebud.com If you have multiple spots 
in the same area, please fill in a new spot for each one.
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Suitable wind directions: Tick which directions are suitable and provide explanations for each 
wind direction or group of wind directions i.e. all Easterly winds are off-shore at this location) 
☐ S: 
☐ SSW: 
☐ SW: 
☐ WSW: 
☐ W: 
☐ WNW: 
☐ NW: 
☐ NNW: 
☐ N: 
☐ NNE: 
☐ NE: 
☐ ENE: 
☐ E: 
☐ ESE: 
☐ SE: 
☐ SSE: 
Dangers and restrictions: provide a list of the 
spot’s dangers, obstacles and restrictions. 

Access and Parking:  Provide any relevant 
information about access and parking.  

Pros: provide a list of the spot’s main Pros Cons: provide a list of the spot’s main Cons 

Spot map: insert a satellite image of the spot and draw the kitesurfing zones (main launch/land 
areas) and restricted areas. You can also send this image as an attachment to chris@kitebud.com 

Links and media: Insert links to relevant web pages or social media groups. Insert links to images 
or Online videos about the spot (i.e. YouTube, Vimeo)  
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